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Best reviews Latest Top reviews Description Shipping &amp; Returns From the Manufacturer Reviews jump This set features Golden High Flow Acrylic paint that can go from brush to pencil or fountain pen to airbrush and more. From fine line detail work to wide strokes, this acrylic paint has ink-like consistency that lends itself to a wide range of techniques. The fine line is designed
for artists who want to achieve detail, standing effects and leveling colors. Colors include transparent dioxazine purple, transparent hansa yellow medium, transparent naphtha red light, transparent phthalo blue (green shadow), transparent phthalo green (blue shadow), transparent quinacridone red, transparent brown iron oxide, transparent red iron oxide, transparent shading gray
and transparent yellow iron oxide. Details:10 colors1 fl. Oz. (30 ml) each bottle of Shipping &amp; Returns skip most products can be shipped over the standard ground (4-6 working days delivery), the second day or the next day. Orders ordered until Central Time at 11:00 a.m. using the second day or the next day will be shipped on the same day. View Full Shipping policy and
Pricing › If your Michaels.com purchase doesn't meet your satisfaction, you can return it within six months (180 days) of purchase. To return an item (excluding sample products), the item must be in its new, unused, and original packaging. You can return the item to a Michaels store or by mail. View Full Return Policy › Customer Reviews From Manufacturer Shop All Paints &amp;
Mediums Canvas &amp; Surfaces Brushes &amp; Furniture Framing, Mats/Boards Drawing Supplies Paper &amp; Pads Artist Resources ALL NEW ON SALE Golden gels have the widest range of media for acrylic paint, including additives and effect pastes. This means that you can have the qualities you want for acrylic painting: bright secrets, bold opaque structures, string
effects, glassy areas, as well as variable drying times. It can be difficult to understand which acrylic environment is right for your required working quality, so we've tested all the main environments for you. This wide range can give birth to inspiring possibilities, this will allow you to do very unusual things. Which Acrylic Environment Should I Use? Effects of Plain Gel Molding Pastes
Aggregates pumice Gel Tar and Leveling Gel Glass Liquid Additives 7 GAC Psychics Matt Mediums On wet Golden Acrylic Environments Ten kinds are partly the most versatile dye mixed with Golden Acrylic Paint, this consistency and qualities can be formulated in a wide range and easily adapted with environments. This means that depending on the acrylic and environments
you choose, watercolor washes can be used with techniques similar to those used with impasto oil, bulk inks and even goo. All attributes that make them similar to other environments Painting, if you want to use thick as oil using increased flexibility, or create fine washes such as watercolors that are dry waterproof and workable without worry. If you want to take advantage of the
time to dry out quickly, it has an amazing ability to be layered very quickly, in countless way. The qualities that environments can change are texture, brightness, thickness, drying time, hardness and viscosity. Gold environments, each of which changes the different properties of acrylic paint and can be divided into various groups with unique applications. Each of these groups
changes several properties. Gels tend to be transparent and have bits of them to increase the body, change the texture of these gels with aggregates and produce unique textual effects. Pomza gels use sand and bold concrete-like solids in a transparent binder to create texture, which means their ability to form a peak decreases slightly and their opacity increases slightly. Molding
pastes increase the body but are almost completely opaque and some have additives to give them unique textual effects. Clear Tar Gel, Leveling Gel and Glass Liquid affect the viscosity, flow and drying time of the paint, but they are all leveling, smooth and transparent. Gold additives such as retardant, open tiner and wetting agent affect how paint dries and dries surface tension,
maintaining drying time or slowing down. 7 GAC environments change the fluidity and hardness, film flexibility and acrylic paint adhesion of all environments. Most environments are available as glossy, matte or semi-matte, and you can use varnish on finished acrylic painting to bring the surface to light, regardless of whether you want a matte, glossy or semi-glossy surface. So I
chose to look sheen for this comparison. When color concentration is important in your work, you should use as little medium as possible and start with the nearest paint to the required consistency. While it is possible to mix consistencies such as using a heavy body middle with a soft body acrylic, more medium will be required and, as a result, the color will be less strong.
Likewise, if you want to thin acrylic but maintain color intensity, it is best to add a little liquid medium to start with a thinner paint and extend it further. When we tested these environments, I found that within two days they were all dry to touch, and a week later they were all hard but something that could be refuted with nails, but during the test period the temperature was above 22
degrees. Flat gels can be used to thicken paint, create structural and textured markings, create secrets such as thick lenses, and impasto effects. It is possible to get all this shrinkage and without crazy (cracks) only when using heavy body acrylic paint. They can create secrets from transparent and opaque colors, but they are not absorbent on the surface. Gold Extra The gel was
quite milky when it was first applied, so there was a big drying change. It dried almost completely transparently, however, the thick layers were more opaque so you could see where the tissue was built and the signs were made. It was easy to process and create different effects. Scratch marks are easy to produce and biting without dragging into the middle well. Painting on the gel
was difficult as acrylic paint was caught on the backs and I was using semi-opaque Green Gold, this capture was very clear. Dried to touch in thick areas even within a day (the room was over 20 degrees). Easily mixed with this liquid acrylic, I chose transparent quinacridone Magenta, which created a fabulous secret, or rather objective, on an earlier painted mark. It is worth
considering that the surface is not absorbent at all. There was little shrinkage for acrylic and no cracking. Most gels contain more acrylic solids. Gold flat acrylic gels have five consistencies to be thick extra heavy gel, then Heavy Gel, Regular Gel and Soft Gel, they also offer High Solid Gels that have a similar consistency to Heavy Gels but have less shrinkage. Each gel is
available in glossy, semi-glossy and matte finishes. Gold Molding is a paste molding paste used to create opaque and structures or provide textual effects, useful for topographic landscapes or creating 3-D textures in a study. Due to the addition of marble or chalk particles, it has a slightly porous texture and is quite absorbent. Light Molding Paste is very light, making it useful to
create a lot of depth on large-scale parts. This holds good peaks but with slightly softer edges created with gels. All easily mix with heavy body acrylic. Extra Heavy Molding Paste is created on softened edges but still held at the peaks and the signs are really good. Due to the addition of some heavy gel in its composition, other mold pastes are slightly smoother and less porous.
This heavy body is easily mixed with acrylic and was quite easy to paint on. This touch is dry, but a little soft to touch in an hour and completely dry in 5 hours. It dries semi-opaque, which gives you a slight vision of the content. The top was still quite absorbent. It held extremely good peaks and however had any leveling or deflation. Scratching into it was effective and created it did
not create ridges that were scrapped into extra heavy gel. Mold pastes often create texture on a very absorbent surface or make it useful by using a layer of putty as a floor and then a surface. Golden Light Molding Paste is 50% lighter than other Golden Molding pastes, which makes it a good choice for painters who want to build a lot of texture without adding a lot of weight. This
has a really sparkling texture distinctive and quite strange and feels too airy to touch (a little slightly hard mousse). This is really good and crispy, even very thin ones hold the peaks. In the swatch on the right, you can see the distinctive peaks made with a palette knife. It is easily mixed with both fluid and heavy body acrylic. It looked translucent when not mixed, but much more
opaque even when mixed with a transparent acrylic color. Radan to be very porous, the color accumulated and it was quite difficult to paint on it as it sank. A day later, it was hard but not dry to touch. Shrinkage was noticed, but not excessive. Mold paste presented by Gold in the following ranges Mold bonding, Extra Heavy Mold bonding, Hard Molding (opaque, drys on a very
hard surface and cannot crack and flake if applied to a hard surface flexible, Light Mold Bonding and Coarse Mold paste (translucent and hard, dry on a textured surface). The effects of pastes are designed to create a different surface texture with acrylic polymer additives. Gold Fiber Paste Gold Fiber Paste Fiber paste can be used as a drawing floor or as a basis for acrylic
washes as it is very absorbent. It provides a pulp texture that can be highlighted with a wet palette knife, lean, or highlighted by working on a dry application against tissue grain. It holds peaks and is easy to mix with good signs and acrylic color. It's very easy to control. Golden Fiber Paste Texture, wet time, feels like wet pulp. Once dry, it feels exactly like a coarse handmade or
slightly processed, recycled pulp, even once it gives me a fully produced paper feel. It is a dry indoor white color, making for a beautiful backdrop. It is easy to lean on the top of the surface with a wet palette knife, to reduce texture with both pure dough and dough also mixed with acrylic. I'm surprised how smooth you can make the surface. It is easy to build structures as long as it
is scratched into and low, you can stay and fly the dough stuck dry, but not the big peaks. He was opaque, but still a little more transparent than I expected. It felt incredibly absorbent and really easy to wash. If you go against the grain after softening the dough, it produces a lot of texture and some nice rucked up effects. At the end of the day, the touch with a nail was dry but
easily dentable. After two days, it was very difficult and you really need to scratch into it with something difficult to produce a mark. Golden Crispy Paste Golden Crunky Crack paste is an absorbent paste that breaks as it dries, allowing everything at the bottom to pass through the cracks. The color on top is tearing it down, it's going to hit the cracks. That's pretty. Apply completely
smoothly and the size of the cracks will vary greatly with the thickness of the applied paste. Golden Crackle Paste I thought the finished effect was very striking, and it was surprising absorbent, which can be a great advantage over other environments. The thickness with which you apply the paste affects the size of the cracks produced. This must be at least 1/8 inch thick to be
effective, but it can be applied as 1 inch thick. I was really pleased with the number of cracks produced after drying even in the thin layer. However, it is worth noting that the size of the cracks is according to the thickness applied. So if you apply it thickly, the cracks will be much larger. I felt the layer of dough, on the swatch of dried dark acrylic paint, as the darkness under the
paint clearly showed, was really effective. I washed on a layer of dried, cracked dough, made it absorbed to the surface but also bled into cracks that move like waterways. However, this will be gradually dissolved by going over it with a thick acrylic. The thicker the paste is applied, the more absorbent it will be. I noticed this most, right swatch, which absorbed more liquid acrylic
paint at the thick end. It was difficult to do it very smoothly and show very prominent vehicle signs. It will be very useful if you wanted to create different levels within a part. Cracks can add an interesting element to depictions of rocky faces, mountains, rocks, or as an accent in abstract work. Cracking paste is inflable after drying, so it needs to be applied to a hard surface. Clear
Granular Gel contains rough plastic crystal solids kept in the acrylic binder. It expands the paint and adds texture that provides the effect like a transparent gem. It can create structures and be mixed with transparent acrylic colors. It has a translucent coating when completely dry. The islince is opaque and looks like rice pudding, which makes it a little awkward to use. Painting
when dry is difficult and difficult to apply with any regularity. Golden Clear Granuler Gel looks wet, rice pudding and feels very rough and bold, like it's full of little plastic shards. It makes it difficult to process, control and scratch into it. Its opacity when it gets wet, it becomes difficult to judge the value, as it dries almost completely clearly. If you are combining with acrylic color, wait
for a large color change. The dried texture was interesting in how it reflected light, and the glaze effect, when painted with a transparent color, was very remarkable and pleasant. The dried surface was not quite absorbent, which meant there was a light pool when painted on it. When mixed with gel, the color was much more consistent. After drying transparently, mixed with color
and applied thickly, this was surprisingly difficult to see. You If not peaks, some mounds can be obtained and create depth. Shrinkage did not go unnoticed due to the addition of plastic crystals, it was already solid. Polymer gel is that it moves predominantly as a glue, not as a body. Eight hours later it was still wet, but gradually began to turn clear. Golden Glass Bead Gel Golden
Glass Bead Gel Golden Glass Bead Gel provides sparkle on the job similar to condensing in a window. It contains small glass beads in a connector that reflects light. With spilled painters, you can mix them with transparent colors to create popular, boiled sweet effects. Golden Glass Bead Gel Reflections are most effective when applied in a single bead thickness. Clustering
together using a pallet knife is easiest to avoid beads and achieve a consistent layer. If you paint on the top, without completely without the paint beads, there will be pool around the glass beads and a little bleeding between them. It was quite difficult to get a consistent layer. I saw that the beads could gather together and gather each other. It was quite absorbent as a layer to paint
on, but the painted color began to bleed around the beads, making the sharp edges difficult to achieve. Mixed with a very transparent color was producing a beautiful, rich stained glass feel. This is quite easy to mix, although obviously, there were open beads in it, and even it looked wet, quite translucent. Obviously, there was still quite a big color change. After 5 hours, the thin
layer was touch dry, but the thick areas were still wet and still a little opaque in all areas. Making a color wash on a thin layer of beads seems effective as a transparent color blending. The layer on the already dried color would be interesting, and reflect light on top. Gold Pomza Gel Gold Pomza gels are used to introduce rough sanding or concrete-like textures. This can be
interesting on paint, use mixed media, or mix with paint to provide rough, colorful areas. Very absorbent, but if you work to create high peaks, it will crumble a little after drying out. Besides, it's pretty hard to control. Golden Rough Pumice Gel Golden Coarse Pumice Gel managed to hold some peaks and had a grainy texture. It was quite difficult to control, and mix hard and messy-
especially on the pallet. It was almost impossible to scrape and remove the areas cleanly. There were a lot of teeth when it was quite absorbent and dry. It may be interesting to mix it with a color and then paint on it, allowing it to show through the textured color below. I found a consistent sandy texture straight smooth. Six hours later, it could still see a wealer but binding milky
cleansing, so it was drying out. It was surprisingly more transparent than I expected when added to the surface. The binder dried completely clear, but the surface remained slightly crumbly and the textual solid remained dull. Gold Pomza Gels are available in Fine, Coarse and Extra Rough with the following textures. Check how stringed the tar and leveling gel acrylic paint is and
prevents it from retaining brush marks. Golden Tar Gel Golden Tar Gel Clear Tar is used to create gel drops and image strings, as in the Jackson Pollock works. It is easy to create strings when used properly but this dry is completely open and quite prone to leveling and shrinkage. If mixed with acrylic (liquid is best) we recommend allowing the mixture to settle otherwise in a
closed container overnight, the strings will dry out with air bubbles rising to the surface. You can apply strings using a stick or palette knife. Golden Clear Tar Gel I found it quite difficult to get good strings after mixing tar gel with liquid acrylic, and I found that the runtime was too short, before I started to become too gloopy to make long strings. However, when used properly, it was
very easy to control and create strings, loops and other effects. It can be complicated and because of the need to sit and left overnight. These unstired drops, seeing the swatch on the right, were completely clear and quite leveled, as well as being un-absorbent on the surface. It has a place of medium potential, but requires some application to understand. Apparently, it will create
interesting effects using heat next to it, so this experiment would be interesting. Mixing with environments made little to improve water in any way. Within five hours of use, it stuck to the touch and began to deflate. Dried for a very high brightness, and once completely dry, it can still be crushed with a nail. Golden Leveling GelTesi gel levels the surface of other acrylics it is used
with by softening brush strokes or backs made during application. It has resinous, stringy consistency. Golden Glazing Liquid Liquid allows you to create oil painting-like secrets and blend acrylic color for subtle color transitions. Without this difficult cleaning, oil paintings let you work in a similar way. This acrylic gives a longer working time and stained glass effect. This acrylic will
make bleeding prone to very liquid and absorbent surfaces. Golden Glass Liquid Glass liquid was very easy to use and use. He kept these signs and created some fabulous secrets with a little pool, but flat. Acrylic colors were very easy to mix together and the color change was bearable. It's completely clear dry. I felt quite thin and bleeding. This can make it difficult to create sharp
edges. An hour later, the thin area had dried up, but it was still sticky in thick areas. Interestingly, it is defined as slow drying, which is not correct. Contains additives by gold, increases a retardant Acrylic drying time is a Weting Agent that thins out the consistency of Gold Light colors without changing the drying time, reducing the water tension and increasing the flow of acrylic
paint. Gold GAC environments are additives that change hardness, flexibility, fluidity. Other Golden acrylic environments, including all gold liquids, have more fluids. They contain the least amount of thickeners, levelers, de-foamers and superficial substances to ensure good film formation. There are seven GAC environments, some of which can also be used as connectors. Each
GAC is a unique polymer with its own characteristics. They have the minimum amount to ensure the formation of good film thickening, leveling, defoamers and superficial. Golden GAC Medium GAC 100 This paint is the most widely used polymer and the most flexible in the middle amount of tthylene and brightness. It can be used to dilute and expand colors, especially if film
flexibility and integrity are important. Ideal for artists who create their own acrylic. GAC 200 All Gold products are the toughest and least flexible, increase film hardness and need to be used in pure form on hard surfaces. It also has to dry at least 21 degrees. Increases adhesion to porous surfaces. With excellent transparency, a high brightness dries. It is useful for hard edge
techniques, as there are fewer pulls than other acrylic compositions. GAC 400 Hardness dries for a hard, hard film that becomes useful for lining canvases if necessary. A rabbit skin glue can be used as an alternative. GAC 500 Self-leveling with some flexibility. Best used for spray applied insulation jacket. Two parts of the GAC 500 are mixed with a piece of High Flow Medium and
produce a good spray, quick drying insulation fold. Useful for hard-edged painters to seal masking tape for cleaner edges. Apply on masking tape. Let's dry before applying additional paint layer. The GAC 700 Film increases clarity and dries to a clear high brightness at medium hardness. It offers a small shrinkage during drying. The GAC 800 reduces madness and is useful for
bulking. Good film flexibility but dries with a slight haze on the surface. An acrylic can be used to better adhere to chalky surfaces. The GAC 900 is designed to make acrylic paints more suitable for use in clothing. It offers a soft and flexible feel, and the heat set can be machine washed once. Golden Matte Medium is often used as a good open lining in studios. It is thin enough to
penetrate porous surfaces, but its drill means it provides enough teeth for subsequent layers. The paint adheres much better to a matte surface. It also expands color and improves movie integrity. Golden Fluid Mat Medium also increases film flexibility, expands colors and increases paint fluidity. It can also be used as a primer on canvas. Both matte media, several layers of a dark
when used as The substrate can dry with an icy effect, as if the matte solid is left on the surface, while the acrylic lining penetrates the surface. Here you can see the Golden acrylic range, including paints, environments, additives and more. You can learn more on Golden's website or just paint. Site.
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